Connecting Stories:
Secret Agent Challenge

Stop the Book Heist
There has been a heist at the
local library. Thousands of pounds
of rare and precious books have
been stolen. Inside one of the
books is a hidden document with
the secret identities of all of the
secret agents in your area. We
need to find the document before
it gets sold to the wrong people
and the identities of the agents
are revealed.
Your mission is to infiltrate the
library and find the clues to
reveal the location of the stolen
books and, most importantly, the
hidden document.
This is the final mission of your
secret agent training programme.
You must follow the clues, break the codes and send in your completed
mission document to receive your official secret agent pass.

Mission 1: Preparation
Spies need to be able to work undercover
and deal with challenging situations.
List some strengths and personality
traits you might need to become a spy,
e.g. determination.

Technology
What gadgets would you use if you were a spy?
Can you design the perfect spy gadget below?

Mission 2: Research
As part of your training, you need to do your research. Some of
the best tips for becoming a spy can be found in books, like the
Stormbreaker series (Alex Rider), Spy School and Young Bond.
Your mission is to identify some books that will help you with your
training. To find these books, you may need to infiltrate the library
and practice your communication skills to get recommendations
from the librarian.

Spy training research book 1:
Spy training research book 2
Spy training research book 3:
Remember to get a library membership card if you don’t have one,
so that you can continue your research at home.

Mission 3: Investigation

The agency has discovered some clues and a laptop in an abandoned
warehouse near the library that suggest it was used by the thieves who
stole the books and the secret list. There is a piece of paper with the
words ‘Summer Reading Challenge’ on it. Use your investigation skills
to discover what it is and get a pack. You could ask at the library or
research it online.
Once you have all of the information, unscramble the words below to
reveal the theme of the challenge and the password to the laptop.

LDIW RLOWD ESHORE

Mission 4: Codebreaker
Now that you have the password, you can access the thief’s emails.
You find one written in code. Break the code to reveal the location of
the stolen books.

Dbudi uif usbjo bu ufo up Mpoepo.
Nffu Ebxljot bu Xijuf Sptf ipufm
b u tj y u p f y d i b o h f h p p e t.
You can use this key
to break the code:

B = A
D = C

C = B
E = D
Where are the stolen
goods hidden?
Who are they going
to sell the goods to?
What time are they
going to meet?

Activity: If you th
ink
you’ve managed
to
crack the code, w
ell
done! Why not ha
ve
a go at crafting yo
ur
own hidden messa
ge
using the key, and
write on the next
page.

Send your answers via email to
connecting.stories@literacytrust.org.uk
or scan the QR code to complete your
mission and enter into a prize draw.
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